MEDIA KIT
How we work with brands

WHO WE ARE
Fin vs Fin is a portfolio of
authoritative product review sites
focused on consumer health. We
work with medical professionals and
other credentialed subject-matter
experts to create in-depth content
that helps shoppers discover and
compare new products. Our reviews
have been featured in top
publications such as:

finvsfin.com

While our content ranks well organically,
we also partner with brands to scale
paid acquisition. As fellow growth
marketers ourselves, we love driving
high-intent traffic to bold brands eager
to experiment.
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OUR AUDIENCE
Geographical Distribution

300k+

unique monthly
visitors

11%

of visitors click through
to our brand partners

16%
of visitors who click
through purchase

finvsfin.com
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PERFORMANCE-BASED AFFILIATE
1. Attract more shoppers
from organic search
We partner with brands on a CPA
basis to drive incremental
shoppers via in-depth reviews
and product comparisons.
Leave the SEO to us and only pay
for success - whether that’s a
qualified lead, free trial, purchase,
or subscriber.

finvsfin.com
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SPONSORED ARTICLES + PLACEMENTS
2. Outshine your competition
Leverage the awareness of competing
brands and reach shoppers as they
weigh options. Our comparison charts
and popup banners insert your offering
into the conversation by highlighting:
-

finvsfin.com

Product effectiveness
Discounted promotional pricing
Positive customer testimonials
Ease of purchase & ongoing use
Exceptional customer service
Your brand’s secret sauce 🔥
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SOCIAL WHITELISTING
3. Convert quality customers with a 3rd party recommendation
We also improve return on ad spend
(ROAS) across FB, IG, and Pinterest by:
1.

Granting you access to advertise on
our social media accounts

2.

Allowing you to serve ads from our
handles that lend 3rd party validation
and points to your dedicated review

On average, partners who leverage
social whitelisting for retargeting see
2x higher LTV at the same CAC

finvsfin.com
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PAID SEARCH ARBITRAGE
4. Scale SEM with head-to-head shopper comparisons

Double down on your PPC success with
inclusion on our comparison page. This
gives you access to multiple paid listings,
rather than just your own.

finvsfin.com
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MORE PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
5-7. Reach wellness shoppers who aren’t looking for you yet
Beyond search, we can also promote your product(s) to consumers with
hyper-relevant contextual placements on web, social, and email.

Email Newsletter
Get featured in our
monthly email to ~2k
subscribers

finvsfin.com

Organic Social
Sponsor UGC to reach
shoppers on IG, FB, &
Pinterest

Timely Display
Try a dedicated popup at
25% scroll on contextually
relevant articles
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OUR PORTFOLIO OF SITES
Leverage properties beyond FinvsFin.com (DR 45)
ZenmasterWellness.com - DR 29
A modern review site focused on
the latest health and wellness
products.

FitnessMasterly.com - DR 21
Honest product comparisons
of the latest exercise and
fitness equipment for home
gym enthusiasts.

finvsfin.com

FertileFacts.com - DR 5
Family planning resources
and product reviews for
expecting parents and
fertility experts.

Pupfection.com DR - 6
A community for dog
parents with helpful guides
on grooming, nutrition,
training, and more.
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OUR TEAM
With over 20 years of combined marketing experience, we’re pretty obsessed
with efficient growth. We’re SEO-nerds who’ve spent millions on ads, scaled
affiliate programs, and committed to seemingly impossible revenue targets -so we know what it’s like to be in your shoes. With a remote team of 20+ writers,
we continue to grow and love helping our partners do the same!

Healy Jones
Co-founder
Linkedin

finvsfin.com

Alex Goldberg
Co-founder
Linkedin
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CONTACT US

Let’s connect!

contact@finvsfin.com

finvsfin.com

